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a third of the economicvalueof perfect advice).Nashequilibrium,
in contrast,sometimeshasnegativeeconomicvalue.
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Abstract: We compare Colman's proposed "psychological game theory"
with the existing literature on psychological games (Geanakoplos et ill.
1989), in which beliefs and intentions assume a prominent role. We also
discuss experimental evidence on intentions, with a particular emphasis on
reciprocal behavior, as well as recent efforts to show that such behavior is
consistent with social evolution.

Andrew Colman'starget article is a call to build a new,psychological, gametheory basedon "nonstandardassumptions."Our immediate purpose is to remind readers that the earlier work of
Geanakoploset al. (1989),henceforth abbreviatedas GPS,which
the target article cites but does not discussin detail, established
the foundationsfor a theory of "psychologicalgames"that achieves
at leastsomeof the sameends.Our brief review of GPSand some
of its descendants- in particular, the work of Rabin (1993) and
Falk and Fischbacher(2000) - will also allow us to elaborateon
the connectionsbetweenpsychologicalgames,experimentaleconomics,and socialevolution.
The basicpremiseof GPSis that payoffsare sometimesa function of both actionsand beliefs about theseactions,where the latter assumesthe form of a subjectiveprobability measureover the
product of strategyspaces.If these beliefs are "coherent" - that
is, the information embodied in second-orderbeliefs are consistent with the first-order beliefs, and so on - and this coherenceis
commonknowledge,then the influence of second(andhigher) order beliefs canbe reducedto a set of common first-order beliefs.
That is, in a two-playerpsychologicalgame,for example,the utilities of A and B are functions of the strate2:iesof eachand the beliefs of eachabout thesestrategies.A psychologicalNash equilibrium (PNE) is then a strategyprofile in which, given their beliefs,
neither A nor B would prefer to deviate,and thesefirst-order beliefs are correct. If theseaugmentedutilities are continuous,then
all normal form psychologicalgamesmust haveat leastone PNE.
The introduction of beliefs provides a natural framework for
modelingthe role of intentions in strategiccontests,and this could
well prove to be the most important application of GPS.It is obvious that intentions matter to decision-makers- considerthe legaldifferencebetweenmanslaughterand murder - andthat game
theoristswould do well to heed the adviceof Colman and others
who advocatea more behavioralapproach.
For a time, it wasnot clearwhether or not the GPSframework
wastractable.Rabin (1993),which Colman cites asan exampleof
behavioral,rather than psychological,game theory, was perhaps
the first to illustrate how a normal form psychologicalgamecould
be derived from a "material game"with the addition of parsimonious "kindnessbeliefs." In -the standard two-person prisoner's
dilemma (PD), for example,he showedthat the "all cooperate"
and "all defect" outcomescould both be rationalized asPNEs.
As Rabin (1993)himself notes,this transformationof the PD is
not equivalent to the substitution of altruistic agents for selfinterestedones:the "all defect" outcome, in which eachprisoner
believesthat the other(s) will defect, could not otherwise be an
equilibrium. This is an important caveatto the recommendation
that we endow economic actors with "nonstandard reasoning
processes,"and prompts the question: What observedbehavior
will the "new psychologicalgame theory" explain that an old(er)
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GPS-inspiredone cannot? Or, in narrower terms, what are the
shortcomingsof gametheoretic modelsthat incorporate the role
of intentions, and therefore such emotions as surpriseor resentfulness?
The answersare not obvious,not leastbecausethere are sofew
examplesof the transformation of material gamesinto plausible
psychologicalones, and almost all of these share Rabin's(1993)
emuhasison kindnessand reciurocal behavior.It doesseemto us,
however,that to the extentthat-Colman's"nonstandardreasoning"
can be formalized in terms of intentions and beliefs, there are
fewer differences between the old and new psychologicalgame
theoriesthan at first it seems.
There is considerable experimental evidence that intentions
matter. Consider,for example,Falk et al. (2000),in which a first
mover can either give money to, or take money away from, a second mover, and any money given is tripled before it reaches the
second mover, who must then decide whether to give money back,
or take money from, the first mover. Their analysis suggests that
there is a strong relationship between what the first and second
movers do: in particular, the more the first mover gives (takes), the
more the second mover takes (gives) back.
Falk et ill. (2000) find that first mover giving (taking) is interpreted as a friendly (unfriendly) act, and that these intentions matter. Without the influence of beliefs or intentions on utilities, there
would be a single N ash equilibrium in which the first mover takes
as much as possible because she "knows" that the second has no
material incentive to retaliate. Although this behavior can also be
supported as a PNE, so can that in which the first mover gives and
expects a return and the second mover understands this intention
and reciprocates. When the experiment is changed so that the first
mover's choice is determined randomly, and there are no intentions for the second mover to impute, the correlation between first
and second mover actions collapses. We see this as evidence that
beliefs - in particular, intentions - matter, but also that once these
beliefs have been incorporated, a modified "rational choice framework" is still useful.
Building on both GPS and Rabin (1993), DufWenberg and
Kirchsteiger (1998) and Falk and Fischbacher (2000) derive variations of Rabin's (1993) "fairness equilibrium" for extensive form
games, with results that are consistent with experimental evidence. The simplest of these is the ultimatum game, in which a
first mover offers some share of a pie to a second mover who must
then accept or reject the proposal. With kindness functions similar to Rabin's (1993), Falk and Fischbacher (2000) show that the
ultimatum game has a unique PNE that varies with the "reciprocity parameters" of proposer and responder. Furthermore, this
equilibrium is consistent with the observations that the modal offer is half the surplus, that offers near the mode are seldom rejected, that there are few of the low offers that are consistent with
the subgame perfect equilibrium, and that most of these low offers are rejected.
This result does not tell us, though, whether this outcome is
consistent with the development of reciprocal intentions or norms
over time, or, in other words, whether social evolution favors those
with "good intentions." To be more concrete, suppose that the
proposers and responders in the ultimatum game are drawn from
two distinct populations and matched at random each period, and
that these populations are heterogeneous with respect to intention. Could these intentions survive "selection" based on differences in material outcomes? Or do these intentions impose substantial costs on those who have them?
There are still no definitive answers to these questions, but the
results in Binmore et ill. (1995), henceforth abbreviated as BGS,
hint that prosocial intentions will sometimes survive. BGS consider a "miniature ultimatum game" with a limited strategy space
and show there are two stable equilibria within this framework.

The first correspondsto the subgameperfect equilibrium - proposersare selfish,and respondersaccepttheseselfishoffers - but
in the second,proposers are fair and a substantialshare of responderswould turn down an unfair offer. Furthermore, thesedy-
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namicscanbe rationalizedasa form of socialor cultural learning:
BGSemphasizethe role of aspirations,but evolution toward fair
outcomesis alsoconsistentwith imitation (Bjornerstedt& Weibull
1996).It is tempting, then, to interpret the secondBGS outcome
asa Falk and Fischbacher(2000)"fairnessequilibrium."
All of this said,we sharemost of Colman'sconcernswith standard game theoretic arguments,and suspectthat psychological
gametheorists,both old and new,will havemuch to contribute to
the literature.
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Abstract: Game-theoretic explanations of behavior need supplementation to be descriptive; behavior has multiple causes, only some governed
by traditional rationality. An evolutionarily informed theory of action countenances overlapping causal domains: neurobiological, psychological, and
rational. Colman's discussion is insufficient because he neither evaluates
leal11ingmodels nor qualifies under what conditions his propositions hold.
Still, inability to incorporate emotions in axiomatic models highlights the
need for a comprehensive theory of functional rationality.

The power and beauty ofvon Neumann and Morgenstern'sTheory of Gamesand Economic Behavior (1944) and Luce and
Raiffa'sGamesand Decisions(1957) lie in their mathematicalcoherenceand axiomatictreatment of human behavior.Once rational agentscould be described mathematically,gametheory provided a far-reachingnormative model of behavior requiring an
assumptionof commonknowledgeof rationality.This assumption
(in addition to the often unstated requirement that a player fully
understandthe gamesituation)is subsumedunder the phrase"the
theory assumes-rationalplayers" (Luce & Raiffa 195.7).But we
knowthat, descriptivelyspeaking,this is not alwaysthe case.The
literature has clearly shown that not only are these (mathematicallyrequired) assumptionsoften too strongto be met in practice,
but alsothat the "rational actor theory" (hereafter RAT) is underspecifiedin that it cannoteffectively accommodateemotions.But
doesthis constitute a failure of RAT? We think not.
Nevertheless,we agreewith Colman'slarger point that we need
a "psychologicalgame theory," or rather, a neurobiologicallyinformedtheoryof decision-making.This is not becauseof the spectacularfailure of gametheoretic assumptionsin anyparticular experiment, but rather stems from an ecumenical and fully
naturalizableworldview about the causesof, and norms governing,humanbehavior.Choice-drivenbehavioris a function of multiple, highly distributed brain subsystemsthat include affect and
emotion. For example,in the domain of moral judgment, good
moral cognition is driven by a variety of brain structures, only
someinvolved in ratiocination as traditionally construed (Casebeer& Churchland2003). Even the most ardent RAT enthusiast
recognizesthat if your explanandumis all human behavior,your
explananswill be more comprehensivethan adverting to RAT
alone.
Thus, we question the usefulnessof Colman'sad hoc refinementsfor prescriptionsof behavior in interactive decision-making,primarily becausehe hasneither (1) qualified his theory asto
whenandunder what conditionsit applies,nor (2) provided an ac-

count for learning in games(beyond simple Stackelbergreasoning). For example,Colman usesthe two-playercentipedegameas
a primary domain in which he justifies his theory.However,recent
evidence experimentally investigating three-player centipede
games(Parco et al. 2002) directly contradictsit. Parco et al. extended the McKelvey and Palfrey (1992)studyto three playersusing small incentives (10 cents for stopping the game at the first
node, and $25.60for continuing the gameall the way to the end)
andobtainedsimilar results,soundlyrejectingthe normativeequilibrium solution derived by backwardinduction. However,when
the payoffsof the gamewere increasedby a factor of 50 (andeach
player thus had the opportunity to earn $7,680),the resultswere
markedlydifferent. Although initial behaviorof both the low-pay
and high-pay conditions mirrored that of the McKelvey and Palfrey study, over the course of play for 60 trials, behavior in the
high-pay treatment convergedtoward the Nash equilibrium and
could be well accounted for using an adaptive reinforcementbasedlearning model. Furthermore, as noted by McKelvey and
Palfrey(1992)and later by Fey et al. (1996),in all of the centipede
experimentsthat were conducted up until tllen, there were learning effectsin the direction of equilibrium play.Colman'soversight
of the extantlearning in gamesliterature and his brief accountfor
the dynamicsof play through Stackelbergreasoningis insufficient.
Learning in gamesmanifestsitself in a variety of processesquite
different from simple Stackelbergreasoning(seeCamerer & Ho
1999; Erev & Roth, 1998). For example,Rapoport et al. (2002)
document almost "magical" convergenceto the mixed-strategy
equilibrium over 70 trials without common knowledge or between-trial feedback provided to subjects. Neither traditional
gametheory nor Colman'smodel can accountfor suchdata.
Generallyspeaking,Colman doeslittle to improveprescriptions
for humanbehaviorboth within and outsideof the subsetof games
he hasdescribed;his paper is really a call for more theory than a
theory proper. RAT'sdifficulty in dealingwith emotionsservesas
proof-of-conceptthat we need a more comprehensivetheory.Humansare evolvedcreatureswith multiple causesof behavior,and
the brain structures that subserve"rational" thought are, on an
evolutionarytimescale,relatively recent arrivalscomparedto the
midbrain and limbic systems,which are the neural mechanismsof
affect and emotion. Ultimately, our goalshouldbe to formulate an
explanationof human behaviorthat leveragesRAT in the multiple
domainswhere it is successful,but that alsoenlightens(in a principled way) as to when and why RAT fails. This more comprehensiveexplanationwill be a neurobiologicalcum psychological
cum rational theory of human behavior.
The problems game-theoretictreatments havein dealingwith
the role of emotions in decision-makingserveto underscoreour
point. There are at least two strategies"friends of RAT" can pursue: (1) attempt to include emotions in the subjective utility
function (meaningyou must havea mathematicallyrigorous theory of the emotions; this is problematic), or (2) abandon RAT's
claim to be discussingproximate human psychologyand,instead,
talk about how emotions fit in system-wideconsiderationsabout
long-term strategic utility (Frank 1988).The latter approachhas
been most successful,although it leavesRAT in the position of
being a distal explanatory mechanism.The proximate causesof
behavior in this story will be locally arational or possibly irrational (hence the concerns with emotions). How would "new
wave RAT" deal with this? One contender for a meta-theory of
rationality that can accommodatethe explanatory successesof
RAT,yet can also cope with their failure in certain domains,is a
functional conception of rationality. The norms that govern action are reasonable,and reason-givingfor creaturesthat wish to
be rational, insofar as such norms allow us to function appropriately given our evolutionary history and our current environment
of action (Casebeer2003).
We acknowledgethat RAT will require supplementationif it is
to fully realizeits biscriptive explanatoryrole of predicting human
action and providing us with a normative yardstick for it. Utility
theory must incorporate neurobiologicaland psychologicaldeterBEHAVIORAL
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